L33 Stewards by Region

The Graduate Worker’s Union – L33 has organized itself into three separate regions, and assigned elected stewards to each.

Please see below for how each region has been defined by the Union, and the name and contact information of the respective stewards.

Region A
Departments/Programs: GSAS Humanities & Social Sciences, MacMillan Center/Area Studies, Schools of Art, Architecture, Drama, Law, Music
Stewards: Adam Waters (waters@yaleunions.org) Andrea Ho (andrea.ho@yale.edu)

Region B
Departments/Programs: GSAS Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Schools of Medicine, Public Health, and Nursing
Stewards: Paul Seltzer (seltzer@yaleunions.org), Sasha Tabachnikova (sasha.tabachnikova@yale.edu)

Region C
Departments/Programs: GSAS Physical Sciences, Schools of Engineering, Divinity, Management, Global Affairs, and Environment
Stewards: Arita Acharya (acharya@yaleunions.org), Sydney Shuster (sydney.shuster@yale.edu)